AGX ENERGY

Aromatic

Sensitive

Vitality-Boosting Blend

Topical

Photosensitive

Ingredients: Oils of Tangerine Peel, Orange Peel, and Clove Leaf

Internal

Since its inception, Améo has individualized itself by
taking a unique, scientific approach to fully understand
essential oils. We’ve leveraged this cutting-edge science
and technology to create our Améo Gene Expression
(AGX) database and, in turn, some of our most popular
products. Then we took this same robust database
and analyzed it in a completely different way; what we
discovered is that there are six unique genetic zones.
Each single Améo Essential Oil falls into a specific zone,
and each zone’s oils affect a particular body function.
Essential oils that fall into AGX Zone 4 can aid an
individual’s overall liveliness and vigor.

BENEFITS
Using Améo Gene Expression (AGX) analysis, we have found that the following essential oils fall into AGX Zone 4: Tangerine,
Orange, and Clove. These oils have been combined into this exclusive proprietary blend, which delivers vitality when you need it
most. Providing invigorating and fresh elements, you’ll want this oil diffused, ingested, or applied topically when you need an
extra boost of energy to get you through the day.

SUGGESTED USES
•

Add a few drops of AGX Energy to Zija SuperMix or your favorite drink to assist in normal energy levels

•

Diffuse AGX Energy in an Améo diffuser to provide an uplifting and invigorating scent

•

Massage 1-2 drops of AGX Energy—diluted to 50%—onto the back of your neck to promote liveliness

•

Add a few drops of AGX Energy to an Améo Veggie Cap and consume to assist in normal energy levels

Note: Améo AGX Energy oil blend should be used for aromatic, topical, and dietary supplement use only. If pregnant or under the care of a physician, consult your medical practitioner
prior to use. Améo AGX Energy oil blend is considered generally safe for use with children aged 2 and above. If any reaction or adverse effect occurs, discontinue use. These statements
have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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